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Significance of the Study
The gloriously rich Judeo-Christian heritage with its emphasis on
the dignity and worth of the individual underlies social woxic practice*^
More and more it is acknowledged that human welfare is everybody's bus>
iness* Three hundred years after they were written, we have come to
recognize the truth of those searching words by John Donne:
No man is an island, entire of itself} every luui is
a piece of the continent, a part of the main. If a clod
be washed away by the sea, Europe is the less, as well as
if a promontory were, as well as if a manor of thy friend's
or of thine own were; any man's death diminishes me, because
I am involved in mankind, and therefore never seoiv to know
for wh(nD the bell tolls; it tolls for thee. 2
Looking at the field of social work in evolutionary perspective, one
is impressed with the sequence ef stages through which this profession
has progressed within a period of less than half a century. During this
time, under the leadership of Mary Richmond, the method of social diag¬
nosis came into being and served as a kind of temporary foundation ever
which the whole structure of the profession was to rise. She established
the basic division ef the social casework process: study, diagnosis and
treatment. To quote her:
In social diagnosis there is the attaint to arrive at
as exact a definition as possible ef the social situation
Robert H. MacRae, The Social Welfare Forum (New Toxic, 1959), p« 8.
^Swithun Bowers, "Social Work and The Social Worker In The Next
Half-Century," Social Work, mill (October, 1952), 168.
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and peraonalitj of a glyen client.••• Investigation or the
gathering of evidence begins the process; the critical
examination and comparison of evidence follow; and last
cones its interpretation and the definition of the social
difficulty.!
"Social Woric" and "social agencies" have existed in some form through¬
out the centuries. They were found in the Hebraic "Deeds of Charity,”
in the early Christian churches, in the merchant and craft guild of the
middle ages, in the institutions for the care of the sick in medieval
towns, and in many charitable organizations that were in existence until
the present century. At the beginning, social wozk was associated with
charity, duty, religious principles and then, gradually, with social
conscience.
It was not until the latter part of the nineteenth century that
social work developed into a profession with its own standards and
attempts at definition of function. This function, however, continued
to be geared toward charity until 1917 when the National Coi^erence of
Social Workers organised a Division of Mental Hygiene and shortly there¬
after the term "psychiatric social worker," came into general use.^
The psychiatric social worker makes a unique contribution to the
hospital team. All social workers agree that intake work in a social
agency or psychiatric clinic and admission work in a psychlatoic hos¬
pital demand a very high degree of casework skill. Intake work is
generally considered the social worker's major profeesional task in
^Mary E. Richmond, Social Diagnosia(New York, 1917), p. 11.
^Gertrude Wilson, "Social Work: Trends and Developsrant," Social
Work, I(October, 1956), 66-68.
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a host agency-. In a study of social work practice, Tessie Berkman found
that ower foux^fifths of -the workers studied reported responsibility for
intake.^
No longer in psychiatric hospitals is social work intake used aLnost
exclusiyely to secure social history for use by the psychia-trist* Pro¬
gressively the pend\iluoi swung far away from its early axis toward the
dynamic base of the social worker's knowledge and interviewing ^ills,
not only to contribute to ease formulation but to help the client move
A
as realistically as possible toward appropriate help*^ This trend was
poin-bed out by Gordon Hamilton who wrote in 19U8, "Techniques have been
developed to induce -the person -bo move from readiness to a^ for help
• ••toward readiness to use help.”^ The method of social casework is as
eld as the profession of social work. This being true Dr. Newman and
others agreed with Miss Hamilton thats
The waphasis should be upon establishing a relationship
with the client, encouraging him to talk, and interpretihg =his
behavior rather than pn obtaining ma-berial for a case record.^
A theoretical framework is -the cornerstone upon -which the entire
practice of intake must rest. Ideally, intake should provide a matrix
Bessie D. Berkman, Practice of Social Woikers in Psychiatric Hospi¬
tals and Clinics (New York, 1953), p» 53»
^Delwin M. Anderson and Frank Kiesler, "Helping Toward Helps The
Intake Interview," Social Casework, IXXV (February, 1951*), 72*
^Gordon Hamilton, "Helping People—The Chrowth of a Profession,"
Social Casework, inrTX (August, 191*8), 291**
^ferton Gill, U.D., Bichard Newman, M.D., and Fredrick C. Redllch,
M.D., The Initial Interview in Psychiatric Practice (New Toik, 1951*),
p. 90,
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within which the client's ideas and feeling about himself and his prob»
lems can be clarified to a degree where he can identify a meaningful
goal and see a starting point for definitive therapjr. In order to fos¬
ter this process, the worker must have the capacitj to "feel with” the
client, an understanding of resistance, a knowledge of social and cul¬
tural realities, and a genuine faith in the individual's capacities and
his right to self-determination. At Intake a process of study and ex¬
ploration must be started which, by establishing a relationship wltii
the client helps him mobilize his energies and resources to do something
about his situation. Through appropriate psychological support, the
client's ability to think more clearly, react more realistically, and
plan more wisely can be enhanced. The worker secures relevant factual
data, clarifying to him and meaningful to the client, so that the situ¬
ation is understood at least in part, by both the worker and client.^
The worker explores the nature of the problem with which the client comes,
idiat he wants the agency to do, and whether it lies within the scope of
the agency's function to help with the request. The worker makes also
some preliminary estimate of the client's ability to help himself—that
is, whether his ability will allow him to use the agency's help in
2
meeting his problems.
At Intake, as in all phases of social work, the woiker is always
a participant in a real life drama rather than a fact-finder in a sterile
clinical laboratory. As this is true, the ideal is that the intake
^Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social Casework(New York,
1952), p. 179.
2Helen Perlman, "Intake and Some Role Considerations,” Social Case¬
rn^, XLI (April, I960), 171.
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process has a purpose^ a nethedoleg^, and a definable content ef its
ewn. It has an immediate purpose related to a quick appraisal of
idiere and how a person's needs, social and psychological, can best be
met* Its purpose is related to Ihe process ef p^ho-secial study,
diagnosis and treataent. Purpose and methodology are affected by the
philosophy of the individual agency, its concept of its function, and
the place ef the agency in the total plan of community organisation
for social health and welfare*^
Intake has been described as to function by many contributors in
the field. The literature revealed agreement en the idea that the.
single word "intake” carries various neanings for social agencies and
social workers in various settings*
Mrs. Schers points out that intake represents the needs and con*
corns breu^t to the agency by people from all walks ef life. She says
tiiat, in one sense, it is the measure ef the pulse ef a community,
a measure ef the social needs, net and unmet. She looks upon intake in
another sense as a process in which the skill of a social worker is
utilized in attempting to meet and understand human needs. Such pro«
cess, according to Mrs. Schers, requires that the wozker possess a body
ef knowledge about coio&unlty and agency resources, coupled with an un¬
derstanding ef human behavier as it expresses itself in personal and
social difficulty. It also req[ulres skill in techniques ef interviewing
and knowledge ef the methodology of the intake process, so that the
^Frances H. Schers, "Intake Concept and Process,” Social Casework,
mill (June, 1952), 233-21*0.
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ma-rinniwt degree ef understanding may be obtained by the uorker and
iwayiiBiiwi degree ef helpfulness may be e3q)erieaced by the client*^
Dr. LeRoy Header feels that:
Intake encompasses the process of 'ttie client and irorker's
working together to elicit and outline the main points,
sources and ramifications of the person's difficulty to the
point of clarification to wozdc out its basic structure and
iiq)lication8, deriving therefrom a tentative diagnosis which
will indicate further steps and procedures.^
Perlman says that:
The aim of the beginning phase in casework is to engage
the client with his problsn and his will to do something
about it in a working relationship with the agency, its in¬
tentions and special means of helpfulness.^
J. McV. Hunt and others stated that:
The intake process and especially “tiie direct interview
are of paramount Importance in setting the stage for the
kind, amount, duration and effectiveness of the social work
carried on with a client and his family.^
It was pointed out by Miriam Delesch that:
Social woikers in various settings have long recognised
that the Initial contact with the client is crucial. From
the outset the wozker must be able to bring into focus and
clarify the problem for which the client is seeking help.
This puts the intake worker in a vezy iiiQjortant position
because of the ongoing responsibility of onhanclng social
functioning. At the point of intake the worker must have
^Ibid, p. 233.
2L^oy Header, '’Generic Aspects ef the Intake Interview, ** The Fam-
ily, XXIII (January, 19k2), 16.
^Helen Harris Perlman, Social Casework: A Problem Solving Process
(Chicago, 1957), p. 113.
UMargaret Blenkner, J.HcV. Htmt and Leonard S. Kogan, "A Study of
Interrelated Factors in the InitliQ. Interview with New Clients, ” Social
Casework, XXIII (Januaiy, 1951)j 23-30.
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amttng •there the quallficaliens ef sensitlTityf diagnostic .
acuity and a high level of professional knowledge and ^111.^
Attaints to put Intake knowledge and skill into practice have long
challenged social workers in various settings—as clients not only have
complex problems but frequently present them in disguised ways. However,
a survey of the literature on the possible evolution of intake as a dis¬
tinct feature of social service revealed a paucity ef relevant histori¬
cal data*
Interest in the need for research on intake has incz^ased during
recent years* Since 19U2 mere and more nsphasis has been placed on
pointing out problems and struggles of agencies with intake practices*
S«no of thoi devoted staff seminars and research to an att«ipt at clari¬
fying the intake process*^
(Growing out of the need to consider s«Ba controls and selectivity
in making available a more effective service to hospitalized neuropay-
ohiatrio patients at Tuskegee's Veterans Administration Hospital, a
study was initiated on intake covering a period from January 1, 1^53
throu^ May 1, 19$3* The study represented a segment of a total evalu¬
ation of Social Service fancti<m and the extent to irtiich practice was
congrous with purpose and Ihnction*^
iMiriam Delesch, "Strengthening Intake Practices Through 6roiq> Dis¬
cussion, " Soci^L^Casewe^, IL(November, 1959), 29U*
^Dorothy V. Thonas, "The Relationship Between Diagnostic Service and
Short Contact Cases," Social Casework, XXXII (February, 1951)« 7J*-8l*
^Essle Morgan and Others, "Intake Study" (Tuskegee, Alabama, Veterans
Administration Hospital's Social Service Department, 1953) pp* 1-5*
The mriter becaae interested in intake because the literature stress¬
es its ioqpertance in a p^hiatrie setting, and complex easenork dcills
are required for its effective perfoniance* Stimulus for this stodj was
provided uhen a careful surv^ of the literature continued to reveal
that intake carries various meanings for agencies and social woricers
in various settingsi that how the client is met initially and how the
agency responds to his request, problems, needs, er to a coE^ination
of these depend on the agency's philosophy of intake} and that intake
philosophy directly affects the technical aspects of the intake process*
Definition of Terms
The significant terms used were decided upon by the writer and de¬
fined as followst
1* Some, refers to a partial number er quantity, not a total
evaluation.
2* Aspects, refers to a view of intake in tbs given areas of
social study, diagnosis, and treatment*
3* Social Service, refers to services provided through the practice
of social casework in collaboration with physicians and person¬
nel in a neurepsychiatric hospital*
ii* Intake, refers to the admission introduction of the client to
the social worker and the casework process—its primary purpose
being psycho-social study, diagnosis and treatment.
Philosophy, refers to the social service department's basic
concepts and practical views regarding intake*
9
6. Practice, refers te tiie social -welder's perfermanoe ef -Uie
intake dutgr*
7* Large neuropsychiatric hospital, refers to Ta^egee Veterans
Administration Hospital irtiich accomodates well over 1800
patients. It is classified as Nearopsychiatric since roughly
over 70 per cent of the patient load are mentally and emotion*
ally disturbed veterans*
Purpose of the Stud^y
The purposes of this study were tnofolds (1) To give a description
of the intake process actually in operatirai at the Veterans Administra¬
tion Hespital, Tu^ogee, Alabama, aiKl (2) To interpret this precess in
lij^t of a model drawn froa the literature*
Method of Procedure
A library study was luidertaken te devel^ an ideal model of intake*
A survey of available literature was made ef the principles (philosophy)
and activities ef intake* These were defined and logically compiled*
A list of admissions from February 1, I960 to February 1, 1961 was
reviewed. Subsequently the social services files were perused te de¬
termine which veterans had been interviewed at intake and irtio were their
wozicers. It was discovered that there were four intake interviewers*
Lists ef the cases handled by each interviewer were prepared. Frma two
of the lists twelve cases each were chosen by randma sampling and from
the two ether lists thirteen cases each were chesen by the same method*
Thus, a total san^>lo of fifty eases was compiled*
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Th0 caae files on these Teterans irere then analyzed te determine
mhat aotiyities ef the intake merker were recorded tiierein* A schedule
found on page kS the appendix to this paper was used in this process.
The itmts en the sehedale were chosen from the activities listed above
in the discussion of the ideal intake process and the schedule was de¬
signed te facilitate a comparison of the ideal process sL th that which
is found at the hospital studied*
Next, four intake workers were interviewed about their iiiq;)ressien8
ef the intake process—including practice and philosophy—at the hospi¬
tal. The interview guide «a page h9 of the appendix ef this paper was
utilized for this*
Scope and Limitations
The data for this stxidy were collected during a six-month block
field placozent at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Tuskegee,
Alabama* It was limited to fifty eases involving male veterans with
neuropsychiatrie disorders and to whom intake services were rendered
by four intake workers between February 1, I960 and February 1, 1961*
It was also recognized that the limited experience of the research-
or as wen as the use ef case records not designed primarily for re¬
search purposes were obstacles te a fuller developsMnt of the study*
CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF THE SETTING
The United States Veterans Hospital, Tu^egee, Alabama, was formal^
ly dedicated en February 12, 1923, but was not opened for patients until
J\me 15, 1923. Dr* Robert H* Stanley was manager at that time. Since
this time the hospital has been managed by Drs* Charles N. Griffith,
Joseph H. Ward, Eugene H* Dibble, Jr.,^ T. T. Tildon, P. Barker and
Dr* Howard W. Kenney. . The present manager. Dr. Howard W. Kenney, was
appointed en Septenber 1, 1959*
The hospital is located en 290 acres of land approximately two miles
northwest of the City ef Tudcegee, Alabama* The hospital accommodates
well over I800 patients* It is classified as neuropsychiatrie since
roughly ever 70 per cent ef the patient lead are mentally and emotion¬
ally disturbed veterans ef at least three wars—World War I, World War
II, and the Korean Conflict. It is classified under the Department of
Medicine and Surgery, Veterans Administration Central Office in Wash¬
ington, D« C* as the fourth largest neurepsychiatrio hospital in the
United States*^
Present Organisation
There are two major divisions ef the hospitalt administrative and
prefessienal* Beth operate independently in facilitating the treatment
lEugene H* Dibble, Jr., "The Origin, Growth, and Development ef the
Veterans Hospital" (Veterans Administration Hospital, Tuskegee, Alabama,
19U»)t p* 7* (Mimeographed)*
^Esaie Morgan, et al* Social Service Manual (Veterans Administration
Hospital, Tuskegee, Alabama), p* (Mimeographed)*
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program iw the best Interest ef the patients* The Administrative
Division's primary concern is facilitating professional and clinical
operations. Included are the Manager and Department of Personnel,
Finance, Records and Registration, Supply and Engineering. The Pro¬
fessional Division includes the Director of Professional Services,
General Medical and Surgical Service, Neuropsychiatric Service, Psy¬
chology Service, Dental Service, Special Service, Nursing Service,
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Service, Social Tfoxk Service,
Radiology, Serology, Laboratory and Dietary Service* In light ef
Veterans Administration policy and the Interdisciplinary approach to
treatment, each ef the above-mentioned services is directly respon¬
sible for the treatment ef the patient—as each offers a specific
service in terms ef its functions. These functions are directed toward
one bread goal—to help the patient adjust to the hospital environment
and also help in preparing him to resume coasunity living.^
Social Service in The Hospital Setting
Initial organization of the hospital's social service department
was in 1926. Prior to that time social services were rendered through
National Red Cross. At the outset there was only one worker for the
entire hospital. Awareness of the importance ef the service led to the
developstent of Social Service as a distinct department of its own within
the hospital. At present the staff of the Social Work Service Depart¬
ment, V.A.H., Tuskegee, consists of fifteen full-time persona—ten clini¬
cal social wexkers (one worker for approximately 180 patients) and five
clerical workers.
Rachel K. Taylor, "Hospital Organization" (Lecture delivered te
Students during orientation. Veterans Achalnlstration Hospital, Tuskegee,
Alabama, September 2, I960*)
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The main Social Service office houses the Chief, Assistant Chief,
students, tcro clinical social irorkers and five clerical personnel.
All files, supplies, and equipment are maintained in this effice. Six
effices are located on the feUeidng servioesc tiro on Acute Psychiatry,
three on Continued Treatment and ene on Medicine and Surgery. These
locations are in an effort te acquire ready accessibili^ to patients
and relatives, and improve continuing integration into the ward team.
Functions of Clinical Social Worker
Clinical social work is an integral part ef medical care. The wozker
contributes te this care a skilled appraisal ef the soiurce and sign!-
ficance ef the social, emotional and ecenemio craiplioatlons ef the
patient* s disabloaent, and provides a resource for reducing the force
ef social, psychological and cultural circumstances through the use ef
appropriate techniques. The major overall functions ef clinical social
woxkers are as fellows (
1. Joint planning with administrative and professional staff;
participation in administrative and medical policy formulation
and program; and planning ef V.A. services te disabled veterans
collectively and singularly.
2. The practice ef social work with Individuals and groups.
3. Give social work consultation with regard te individuals and
greiqps.
U. Education ef social work staff and students, and participation
in 'Uie educational programs ef the medical and paramedical pre«
fessions.
Utillzatlea af the reseurces iri.thia the comaunitj health and
welfare agencies and organ!zatlens.
6* Identification of gaps in comminilT’ coverage ef aecial and health
needs as they affect the patient's well-being and in develeping
in coUaberation irith the ooiaaanitgr« secial and health prograns
that reinferee the V.A.'s pregraos*
Tf Secial work and collaborative research.^
Social casework with individuals, patients, and families is a basic
and continued phase ef the program. The following services are rendered
-Uireugh the therapeutic casework interviews
1. Exploration and identification at current and past social facts
and features in patient's interpersonal relationship of diag-
nestie and treatment significance (secial history).
2. Establishing and carrying out social goals and social treatment
through appropriate methods and treatment.
A. Pre-admission Services
B. Intake
C. Adjustment to illness
D. Pre-discharge, trial visit, leave and/er family care release
E. Pest-hespltal supervision and follow-up. (All veterans on
trial visit in their own homes or foster homes within a
fifty-mile radius of the hospital are supervised.)^
lEssie Morgan and Rachel K. Taylor, "Social Weik Services," Veterans
Administration Hospital, Tuskegee, Alabama, (I960), 1-2. (Mimeographed).
2lbid.. p. 3.
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The intalce service for all xiewl;3r admitted neurological^ psychiatric
and tubercular patients has been a part of social vork service since
1953• This service involves early and skillful social diagnosis and
appraisal significant to team planning. Admissions to all psychiatric^
neurological^ and tuberculosis wards are seen by a social worker within
twenty-four hours following admission. Social plaiming with the patient
and his family is begun early,^
The Pre-admission Service is a srelativsly new service initiated in
October, 1959 for neuropsychiatric patients who have been placed on the
traiting list. All applications for admission are reviewed for clues
suggesting intense social and ttootional stress for the patient and his
family. Contact is made with the veteran and his family for social
8ta<iy, diagnosis, and treatment in accordance with V. A. rules and regu¬
lations.
Since 1952 Social Service has had as a part of its program g3?oup
therapy and resocialization activities. Presently there are twelve
groups on six different services. In addition to this th^:^ are also
groups for patients and family-care sponsors in the coimmmity.
The Social Work Service began the pilot study for placement of im¬
proved patients in homes other than their own in 1950, This program has
gained naticmal reception because of the progress it has made.
The Service is convinced that the significance of its contribution
to in^jroving patient care will relate to ongoit^ research in both adminis¬
trative and professional areas. Many hospital services have emanated
^Essie Morgan, "Intake" (Lecture delivered to Social Work Trainees,
Veterans Administration Hospital, Tuskegee, Alabama, February 9, 1961),
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from active ongoing in-service researdb. For example, the intake and
pre-admission and family-care services were initiated after a period of
study and evaluation. The service has also been actively engaged in
coordinated research with other disciplines. A 8tu(ijr of the "Peptic Ulcer
Syndrome" was uxidertaken Jointly by Medicine, Psychology, and Social Work
Service in 1900. Presently the service is engaged in a cooperative re¬
search project on Sickle Cell Anemia. Two in-service projects are now
underway to review the available information on all patients presently
hospitalized to assesst
1* Social and family situation
2* Extent and type of Social Service {nresently indicated and on
a projective basis. The findings will relate both to program*
ming for social services for different patient groups; to focus
and clarify manpower needs*
A foUowHip study of Intake in relation to community adjustment is
in process • This is a con^arative study with a ecxitrol group of patients
released on trial visit without having been seen at Intake* Findings are
to be significant to program and staff planning*
The Social Work Service Department has affiliation with both the
Atlanta University and Florida State University schools of social work*
Ten students from the Atlanta School have been trained; training of two
students from the Florida School of Social Work was initiated in January,
1961.
Ih-service Training on three levels is continuous: (1) Clinical staff;
(2) Supervisoxy staff; (3) Clerical staff
iBssie Morgan and Rachel K* Taylor, op* cit** pp* U-7*
CHAPTER III
A UODEL OF INTAKE
The intake px^cess, censietlng ef study, dlagnesis aixd treatment,
is a continaeiis and interrelated ene. The validity ef the precess as
a idiele, however, is dependent upon the precision and accuracy with
which each step is carried tiireugh. A clearly defined body ef princi¬
ples assures the achievement ef the specific objectives ef each step in
the total process. These principles will hold true regardless ef the
variables ef time available and agency function.^
The intake worker must be aware ef his professional responsibility
for carrying through, in a definitive way, each ef these steps (study,
diagnosis and treatment) and for relating himself to their different
and specific objectives. Neither the close, dynamic interplay between
study, diagnosis and treatment nor the exigencies of a given moment
should be permitted to obscure their unique characteristics as separate
and sequential operations. The fundamental logic of action (treatment
or remedy) based upon judgement (diagnosis) derived from facts (study)
rather than capricious bias, is the foundation of Intake practice.^
The Stu(^ Process
Basic Requirements
The Intake worker, in initiating the Intake process, is confronted
by a person he does net knew with a problem he also does not knew.
IPrances H. Schera and ethers. The Intake Process (New York, 19$h)t
pp. 1-7.




willingness on the part ef the nezicer te acknowledge his initial ignor¬
ance of the precise nature of the client and his problem, coupled with
the worker's open-mindedness and rational wish to understand in order
te help, males it possible for the client to beceos productively related
to the stu<^ process as a step toward the selutien of his problem*^
The rational necessity for inquiry, since the intake worker is net
omniscient, provides the basis for helping the client to deal with fears,
resistances and unrealistic expectations in this situation. Courtesy,
respect, acceptance ef the client as an individual, and a nonF-condeifr*
natery attitude toward him reassure the client by dononstratlon and con-
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stltute the climate in idilch his problem can emerge.
There must be involvement of the client in the study precedrue throu^
an interaction process between client and worker. This is essential te
the study precess so that information needed for adequate diagnosis and
definitive treatment can be obtained. It is basic both to treatment
within a given agency as well as to referral elsewhere. As study li>-
volves understanding of the client's situation as he sees it and know¬
ledge ef the situation as it actually is, inability on the client's
part to participate in either of these aspects will constitute an initial
obstacle.
The Intake worker must also possess a clearly defined body of know¬
ledge about human development and social ojqperience idiich serves as his
^uth Knee (ed.). Better Social Services For Mentally Ill Patients
(New York, 1955), pp.
kelson C. Woodfexic, Social Work Techniques Utilised For Treatment
of Psychotic Patients (New lark, 1957), pp. l-l2.
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frama •£ reference and goldes the studj process* The study-diagnosis
chart located on the following page Izidicates the nature of this frame
of reference*
In certain situations^ such as when the client is too ill mentally
or physically^ much of the needed information will be obtained from
sources other than the client* Use made of available medical records—
those of other departments of the agency> tests, medical staff, relatives
and other kinds of collateral sources, provides important leads which
Influence the direction of the inquiry and/or further the process of
verification. This search made of all pertinent data in the client's
immediate or past situation will help identify his current problems and
provide data upon which to evaluate the situation and plan needed action.
The types of pertinent inforaation desired during the study process
falls into three major categorlest social, psychological and physiolog¬
ical. The degree and extent of information obtained varies with the
individual case.
Pertinent information on the client's social situation includes mari¬
tal status, family relationships and patterns of living, the financial
picture, ttnpl^rment history, educational history and type of cflamunity
residence (rural or ubban)*^
Iprances Schers and others, ep. cit. , pp* l$w20*
^Leis Meredith French, Psychiatric Social Work (New Toxic. 19li0).
pp. 125-129.
30ffice of the Chief Medical Director, Program Guide Social Work























i(l) Life functioning is the adjustivs process or system of operational patterns as distinguished f^om
the nature of the basic structure with yhich the Individual operates or the nature of the environ¬
ment in relation to idilch he functions*^
lEleanor B. Cocl^rlll and others, A Conceptual Framework for Social Casework (Pennsylvania, 19^2), p, 16
Data on the client* s ph78ical cenditien includes his health hlsteryj
the present illness and its pregnesis with emphasis en any preblem in
relatlen to response to treatment identified by ethers w the client
himself. With p^chiatrie clients^ infomoatlen from relatives en the
circumstances surrounding a psychotic breakdown as well as ebseirved
earlier behawior indicatiYO of a deyeleping situatlen of stress will
ideally be obtained to supplement idiatover information the client is
able to glve.^
Through direct observation and verbal communication the intake work**
er should obtain data on the client's psychologicaL patterns, his bo»
havioral response to situations of stress, his use of defense mechaninns,
his fears and anxieties, his e^qn ctatlons and his resistances to accept-
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ing help, his phobias, and his obsessional ideas.
Seme Principles
The study process begins with an exploration (present and
^mediate past) of the specific and current problem identi¬
fied by the client.
Discussion of the client*8 imsdiate concern and reason
for coming in establishes the purpose for the whole study
process. It is important to clarify extent, duration, and
area as well as referral circumstances.
The study process moves fran inquiry about the special
concerns identified by the client to a horizontal survey
of his life situation and his functioning in it.
A "gross” examination of the total situation pre¬
cedes a "fine” examination of any single aspect. In this
way a sound basis is provided for the accurate localisa*
tlon of the procedure problems aoodlng greater scrutiny in
terms of depth of examination.
^Office of Chief Medical Director, op. cit., p. 20*
^Government Series • 18^-0, Social Work Series(Washingten. 1955),
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The study process InvalTea the fommlatlen of hypotheses*
Tentative working hTpetheses emerging from interpr8t»>
tlon ef data lead to Increasingly definitive awareness ef
inquiry and the acquisition of new infezmatlon which either
establishes the hypothesis or indicates the necessity for
a different lypothesis.
Verification must be both internal and external.
The way la which the parts of the client's stozy fit
together and seem in keeping with what is alreacjy known
about people and social situations is internal verifica¬
tion as is also the appropriateness of the content to the
way in which the client tells his story (affect^ accents,
feeling, tones, flavor, etc.). External verificatiens
require the use of collateral sources of information or
direct observations and nay be selectively employed.
The study process must answer the questlonsi 1?hat kind of
a problem? Where is it located? and. In wfaai general
context does it exist?
The study process is essentially an Inquiry directed
toward answering the question of "What." This furaishee
the data with which the diagnostic process deals.^
The Diagnostic Process
Purpose
The diagnostic process is the organization and inter-
pretatlen of the facts uncovered by study, diagnosis or the
conclusion reached by this process provides a definition of
the total phennaenon. It aims to determine the nature,
cause, of the phenomenon.^
Descriptive facts about the ’hrhat" ef the individual (psycholog¬
ically, physiological^, and socially) are acquired in the study
precess. These are functional manifestations ef the individual-
environmental constellation. ^Since psychological, physiological and




social factors defino aan*s needs and probloKSf an adequate diagnosis
requires consideration of all of these factors.
Facts do not autoaatlcally comosunicate their significance to the
woxicer. An Interpretative or diagnostic act is involved. Ideally this
act is one ohereln the facts as gathered are reviewed and evaluated in
terms of the conqparative importance of various aspects of the patient's
histozy, both past and present. The diagnosis should be essentially
a summarized descriptive statement of the worker's evaluation of the
relative importance of various facets for the client's problem. The
interrelating and interpreting of the objective and subjective data of
a psychological, social and physiologioal nature uncovered in the study
chart should form the basis of the social diagnosis.^ The intake worker
Ideally weighs the coaqparative inqiortance and degree of interaction of
the client's personality and behavior, his reaction to his problem, his
family relationships and other aspects of his social situation to deter¬
mine what, in the individual case and at the particular point of study,
9
aire contributing factors pertinent to treatment of the individual client.
Principles
Diagnosis must define the phenwnenen as an organic whole ♦
The stucy process answers the question of '*what"ln a
fragmentary way, makes no effort toward integration and
therefore, rmnains descriptive. Diagnosis consolidates
these fragments into a constellation. This constellation
defines the "irtiat" but may not imply knowledge of cause
or development.
Diagnosis must deal with the problem ef causation.
Diagnosis atte]q)t8 to answer the question of "why" by
identifying first, the operational dynamics immediately
llbid.
2Government Series, op. cit
pr«dacliig the constelletlon, and eecendlj^ by attemp-U-
ing te identify the fundaioental forces (circvunstances)
which have set these dynamics in emotion.
The diagnosis gust reconcile all the known data acquired
in the study.
The diagnostic conclusion establishes the connection
between the data idiich, at the outsetj appeared unrelated.
Diagnosis must result in accurate individualization tlorough
the process of comparison of entiiies with respeci ie both
their similarities and dissimilarities.^
The Treatment Process
Definition and Basle Considerations
Treatment is the process of applying selected remedial measures in
a given problem situation. Its aim is te aelve the preblem situation
through the development and application ef increasingly specific mea¬
sures. The successfnl and beneficial eiiqpleyment ef these specific
treatment measures depends upon the intake worker's ability te forecast
results. This ability te forecast. Ideally, is based on knowledge ef
the luiture, development and cause ef the preblem situation in question.
Treatment depends upon some degree ef discomfort and/or desire on
the client's part te change the situation. The factors ef age, cez>-
diHen, peychelegical and intellectual capacities, modify the client's
ability te express discemfert, te wish to change his situation and to
participate. Subsequently the worker should analyse the client's idiele
situation thoroughly ee as not te be dependent on the client's verbal¬
ized es^essiens alone.
^Eleanor E. CockeriU and ethers, ep. cit>.pp« II4.-I5
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The intake worker should seek to engage the client's conscious
participation in the treatzvent process, insofar as this is compatible
with bis capacities, and utilizes opportunities available for assuring
this. The client's increased self-responsibilitj is recognized as part
of the development of ego functioning and, therefore, as contributing
to the fundamental treatment goal*^
The treatment process is the utilization of the worker-client
relationship (developed through l^e interview situation by the appli^
cation of Impropriate techniques) to give the client sufficient ii^-
sight and/or freedom from anxiety or fear to achieve a iwrkable solifc-
tion to his immediate problems*
Seme Principles
The goal of professional casework is to establish treat¬
ment on a causal basis, although in a given situation this
goal may not be realist*
Causation and remedy are directly related—the better
known the cause, the more specifically treatment can be
planned*
Treatment deperxis on a cley statement ef ebjectives (based
upon diagnosis) and the understanding and appropriate ee^
lection of the means of reaching these objectives*
As new material is uncovered objectives frequently shift*
Ideally it is the worker's responsibility to formulate the
new objective la relation to the greater diagnostic under¬
standing that has been achieved*
The therapeutic needs of the client should not be obscured
^y the function of the agency or the degree of the worker's
treatment capaci^ “
In these instances when agency and/or worker are unable
to meet the client's needs, a referral should be made to
another resource in the client's behalf*
iGovemment Series, op* cit*
2lbid.
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Treatment canslderatldns at Intake must be multi-
dlnensienai.
Treatment planning toward any social casework goal
should take into consideration the nature of both inner
and outer pressures and develop appropriato measures to
relieve them. Treatment planning, as well as diagnosis,
demands consistent understanding and handling of the
parts in relation to Uie whole psychological, physiolog¬
ical, social contest, although at any given moment the
focus of weiic may be on one aspect.
Systematic treatment depends upon the identification of
certain consistent psycho-dyiiamic themes within the
personality for the purpose of synthesizing the inter-
pretatione io the cHenW
Effective treatment depends upon the worker's ability
to knew in the greatest detail the client's highly indi¬
vidual actions and reactions, and to discern the pattern
within which these details are contained. Two pitfalls
ares (1) te view behavler episedically witheut perceiving
the pattern (2) to let awarenessmf a pattern obscure the
recognition of new behavior.
The general direction ef the treatment process should be
frwB the outside te ihe inside, depih ef penetraiion
(depending upon diagnostic understanding and nature of
ir^iment goals.
Integration should be achieved by this slow process
through which onetional assimilation, as well as intellec-
ttial perception, is possible for the client.
Clyificatien of the objective situation should be pro¬
vided.
The ege has an opportunity te XUnction better when the
individual in his effort te understand the situation,
possesses facts instead ef having receurse only to fantasy,
erroneous Infermatien, or the toitptation to establish a cause
and effect relationship between events that are only temporally
related.
Essential te the treatment process is the worker's identi-
ficaiion ef ihe dominant emotion experienced hy the client
and the worker's ability to uiilize this in his activity
and/or verbalisations wiih ihe client.
The intake worker should respond to tho material pro¬
duced by tho client in such a way as to enhance the exper¬
iencing function of tho ego, the observing function of the
ego, or both, depending upon the diagnosis.
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Defense mechanlsas •£ the client Bheuld be assessed fw
medlflcatden in reiatien te personality structure and
treataient geals»
(a) In some treatnent the defense Is penetrated te
make available te the client the emetien^ cen-
flict and anxiety underlying the defense measure
with the expectation that he will be able to
integrate the underlying content, and therefore,
will have ne further need ef the previous defense
mechanism.
(b) In ether instances, the appropriate treatment goal
involves the substitution ef less disabling defense
mechanisms for these currently employed. The client* s
attention may be directed te the consequences ef cer¬
tain defense operations and te the desirability ef
cheesing ether measures te upheld himself.
(c) In some situations ne modification ef defenses shetild
be attempted but the environment needs te be modified
te support the client *8 maintenance ef his present
defenses*
The phenomenon of resistance in the client yist always bedeali wlih in reiatien ie the treatment goal.
Diagnosis and the treatment goal direct irtiether the
client*8 resistance aheold be accepted or viewed as an
obstacle te be overcome in order te help him. In the
latter instance, proper timing ef the interpretation of
resistance is a major concern*
Techniques ef treatment must be selected and weighted in
reiatien to the treatmeni goal.
Isolating these techniques frm this larger whole,
risks tangential, chaotic or inappropriate treatment*
Therapeutic gains are consolidated by the client*8
successful handling of constructive ventxires.
In this way ego functions, newly developed insights,
and emotional patterns are strengthened by the satisfac¬
tion accruing fTcmi their successful use.^
^^eaner E. Ceckerill and ethers, ep* cit. , pp. 17-19*
CHAPTER IV
THE INTAKE PROCESS AT THE HOSPITAL
All neurops/chlatric veterans and relatives as nearl7 as passible
are seen on admission te the hospital by an intake social worker.
Intake has been a part of Social Work Service at the hospital since
1953* It serves a purpose both to the hospital and the patient, en¬
abling 1^6 -oorker to begin with the patient and wdiat he brings to the
new environment, and with relatives in terms of feelings they have
about the patient* The intake interview represents the beginning of
clarification of misconceptions and resistances*^
The Study Process
Basic Requirements
Four social workers reported responsibility for intake* Their re¬
sponses idien interviewed, and their practice as revealed in the cases
studied, were in agre^nent with the basic requirements for intake set
forth in the Veterans Administration's Program Guide For Social Work
Service, idiich states thatx
Casework activities during the admission period should
contribute to toe station's process in reaching a diagnostic
and treatment plan, by studying and evaluating toe social
and emotional cenopenents of the veteran's cendition—environ¬
mental, (mltural, and interpersonal influences, the attitudes
and feelings sig^ficant to the cause, onset, nature and
extent of the cenditioa and to the selection and planning of
remedial measures*^
To interpret to relatives the type of treatment programs
available at the hospital and strengthen their continued
lEssie Morgan et al. , Social Services Manual, p. 7*
SDepartment of Medicine and Surgery, Program Guide - Social Work
Ser]dce(Washington, 1957)# p* 19*
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sense ef responsibility for the patient and acceptance
of his probable return to the home and community.
To help a family release and modify their feelings,
fears, and conflicts with regard to mental Illness.
To understand the family*s concept of the veteran's
health situation, helping them see it as the physician
would wish them to see it~its requirements, the achiev¬
able health goal; to secure the benefit ef the family's
Judgement counsel, and creative participation in the
planning; and to strengthen their support to the veteran's
potentials.
Te bring Judgement to Joint conferences and corres¬
pondence with the medical staff, V. A. personnel, and/er
ether health and social agencies. To help the veteran
reach his best level ef functioning.^
The essential qualification of the workers was possession of a
Master of Social Work dogree, which equipped them with a defined body
of knowledge about human development and social experience. Courtesy,
respect, acceptance, clarification, interpretation and support and the
client's right to self determination served as a frame of reference and
guides to the study process.
Interviews with patients coupled with the four woricers' observa¬
tions of the affect surrounding their responses were primary to the
workers in the study process. Coxrespondence and clinical folders in¬
fluenced the direetloa of the inquiries as did an array of collateral
sources. The latter were used to supplement the patient's responses
if necessary. The search made by the workers had a basis for treat¬
ment. All pertinent data in the veteran's Immediate or past situation
the workers saw as necessary to helping the veteran to identify his
current problem and move toward treatment. There was one hundred per
^Ibid.ap. 20
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cent piurticipatioii of workers in the etu^sr process at intake*
Principles
It was reflected in the fifty eases studied that the study process
was begun by the workers with an exploration of the patient *s past and
present situation. There was discussion of the patient's immediate con¬
cerns and reason for hospitalization in an effort to establish the idu>le
stui^ process. The survey was begun by obtaining pertinent Identifying
infomation^ (name, age, religion, race, home address, war status, ser¬
vice connected and admissions date)| medical information, (major diag¬
nosis, other diagnosis and ether hospital admissions )| and social infor¬
mation, (education, special training, occupation, length of enployment,
previous work history, family c(»i^>osltlon, number of dependents, with
whom he was living prior to hospitalization, how did the patient come
to the hospital, his ability to return hcune and if not why, preset
income, source and type of communily in idiich the patloot resides).
Worker's exploration of the patients' requests whldi msy be categor¬
ized broadly as marital, personality conflicts, and health, was based
on the following philosophy: to uxiderstand mental Illness, one must
know the environment (past and present) of the individual and his re¬
action to it, for these stresses have usually played an Important part
in the patient's breakdown. Within this frame of reference the worker
shifted the study process from the problem identified by the patient
t
to a horizontal survey of his life situation, and his functioning in it.
This «BS aecoiq>lished by inquiring about how tho patient was getting
along on his job and/or school, and his economio status. The patient's
appearance and behavior was notod as well as his relatedness to the
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reality 8itttatlon*»the kind of affect this showed and Its appropriate¬
ness to the situation. Also* noted on a small scale hy the worker were
the patient's defense manifestations, their appropriateness, and the
extent to idilch they were ego-easing or ego-destructive. (History ob¬
tained was related to the immediate problem).
Further exploration on the worker's part was in terms of assessing
steps alrea4y taken by the patient to alleviate his problems prior to
hospitalisation as well as his current motives toward working on his
difficulties. It was obvious tron. the recordings and interviews that
the workers were cognisant of the fact that history obtained with the
patient's knowledge of the reasons for recounting It illuminates the
problem and gives It perspective in the total life situation, thereby
furnishing valuable diagnostic clues to the personallly, the current
situation, and prognostic elements.
Activities of study were also geared to realization of the fact
that intake las concerned with both patients and relatives. They noted
that significant to practice is gaining some understanding of the fam¬
ily as a unltt family values, cultural, social and economic forces
affecting the family, interrelationships among family members, and be¬
havior patterns.
The study principles were based upon taking into account such fac¬
tors as the nature and extent of the problem, the family members affect¬
ed and the client's attitudes and feelings about his situation.
The study process varied in the number of interviews required, the
number of family nenbers or collateral sources intezvlewed and so on.
Its purpose was to ac(pire sufficient knowledge and understanding of
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the problem, of the client's^ life sltnatlon and of the psycho-aoclal
factors operating, to determine «hat kind of help the client requires
and wishes to use, and what resources is best able to meet his needs*
Intake considerations led to (1) a psycho-social diagnosis and (2) an
eraloation of the type of help that was appropriate to his situation*
During the study process, as at later points ef contact, the work¬
ers* attitudes toward the client demonstrated the basic qualities of
understanding and acceptance. The workers brought to the relationship
an attitude idiich was basically supportivet it was consistently accept¬
ing, strengthening, encouraging, responsive, and enabling. The worlrers
appeared to have responded in cqppropdate ways to the client's particu¬
lar feelings, attitudes, and te the material he was presenting. Their
responses during the study period were directed toward exiabllng the
client to present his problems and his plan for a solution of them*
Responses of this nature were not technically goal-focused cr treatment-
oriented! that is, the treatment aim and the techniques were not select¬
ed until a diagnosis and an evaluation were made*
Some treatment-oriented responses were made during the early contact
to effect immediate changes in feeling and attitude, idien the client
needed help in presenting his inroblem, idien some aspect of the problon
indicated the need for immediate planning, or when some aspect of the
problem was sufficiently clear to point toward a solution. These re-
spojases were based on a concurrent diagnostic appraisal ef the material
available at the time, which was sometimes sufficient for the worker to
^<hie or more relatives may be included in the term "client."
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plan with the client for referral to appropriate resources or to help
him handle a current problem realistically* Even with limited data^
the worker was frequently able to help- the client assess alternate ways
of handling a problem and make realistic plans and decisions*
When the studsr process im answering the questions "What kind of
problem?"> "Where is it located?”* "In what general context does it exist?^
revealed indicatltme of need for further help, an offer of assignment
for continued casework service was extended in the majority of the stud^
saD^le. If the offer of service was accepted, the worker assumed full
responsibility for the ease disposition so that further exploration,
evaluation and treatment alms could be continued in the veteran's behalf*
The Diagnostic Process
Purpose
The worker's activities during the diagnostic process were focused
upon organization and interpretation of the facts uncovered by study*
la forty<<i^t of the cases diagnosis was revealed essentially as a
summarized descriptive statomnt constituting the worker * s evaluation
of the relative ixqportance of variotis facets as a causal basis for the
patient's problems* Two cases studied were without diagnostic impressions*
Principles
There was diagnostic consolidation of the fragments of study into
a constellation* The workers in forty-«l^ eases realized that the
parts of study bad to be integrated and viewed as a irtiole* They attenqpt-
ed to answer the question of idiy by identifying dsnuunlcs responsible for
producing the pathology as well as the forces idiidi set it in motion*
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The major social problems uncovered hj the vorkers in forty-eight
instances arose out of dependency^ immaturity, marital discord, poor
male identification, inter-personal conflicts, Intra-famllial con¬
flicts, hostile, weak ego, ego inflation, pre-occupied with religion,
rejecting of females and poor health. These problems constituted a pasrt
of the diagnosis.
After bringing the many sections of the problem consteUatlons to¬
gether the worker weired the comparative importance and degrees of the
patient's Interaction, personality and behavior. Their reaction to
illness, family relationships and other aspects of his blo-psycho-social
situation were also wei^d to determine in the individual ease and the
particular point of stu^ uhat was pertinent to clinical diagnosis and
treatment*
lix frequent instances workers eonqpared various parts of the infor¬
mation uncovered by study as to similarity and dissimilarity* This
agreement of the parts with the whole formed the basis for diagnostic
conclusions as there was established a connection between the data idilch
at the outset appeared unrelated.
Treatment Process
Definition and Basic Considerations
The worker's concept of treatment was in terms of alms to correct
the problem situation through appropriate aieasures. Seven out of the
fifty cases studied were without treatment goals*
Frimaxy consideration was verbalized by the workers in terms of the
abilily to forecast. They recognized that the successful and beneficial
application of appropriate rcsnedial treatment measures depends upon
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forecast* In practice and philosophy they vere cognisant of the abil¬
ity to forecast being based on the knowledge of the nature, develop-
nent and cause of the problem sitoation in question*
It was evidenced that the worker engaged the conscious participation
of patient in the treatment process insofar as it was coiiq>atible with
the patient's capacities and ability to use help* Basic consideration
was also given to comprehending the patient's sittiation to the degree
that verbal expressions alone would not be the guiding treatment factors.
Principles
The goals of treatment in forty-three cases were: disdiarge plan¬
ning, trial visit planning, family care placement and refeirrals to
intra-and inter-agency services*
Principles eoqployed to arrive at treatment goals were in terms of
a clear statement of objectives based upon diagnosis* Causation and
remedy were viewed by the worker as directly related—they felt thdt
tl» more specifically defined the cause was treatment could be careful¬
ly planned* On the other hand it was realised by them that treatment
goals must be flexible* This is the basis of diagnostic diange which
occurs with greater diagnostic understanding*
Analysis of techniques of treatment employed la the forty-three
cases, as well as responses from the intake workers, revealed their
practice and feelings about treatment goals* It was recognized that
isolation of techniques (support, environmental modification, interpre¬
tation, clarification, patterning, synthesizing, universalizing etc*)
from the whole process of easework would cause inappropriate treatment*
The workers viewed the constructive use of treatment as directed toward
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therapeutic goals la the patient's hehalf* This principle was viewed
by the four as fundamental in helping the patient carry out construc¬
tive goals*
Bjqploration was focused toward beginning upon the patient and his
problem as he saw It* No attempts were made by workers to engage the
patient In insist development and deep interpretation. Emphasis was
on discovering attitudes rather than modifying them. The patient's
feelings about his situation were of prlmaxy importance. Gne of the
activities of the worl»r was Interpretation of hospital services—
clarification of hospital procedure and preparation of intake summaries
for use the psychiatrists and/or doctors*
The stud^ sample revealed that in thirteen out of fifty cases rela¬
tives aoc<Mqpanled veterans to the hospital. The worker's activities
with relatives id^n seen were in terms of clarifying the functions of
the hospital as a treatment medium* Worker's interiaretation of hospi¬
tal services to relatives was obvious in the cases studied* They ware
encouraged to discuss their feaxe, attitudes and concepts of mental
illness * Also reflected were the worker's activities in clarifying
the relatives' roles in the patients probable return to the home and
community.
The major te(dmiques employed Isy the worker to enhance the study or
exploratory process at intake were clarification, interpretation, support
and acceptance* Relationship was the medium throu^ idilch the techniques
were emplc^d*
la forty-seven of the cases studied plans for continued casework
service were aaade by the worker and patient* The categories of service
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weret trial visit planning, discharge planning, psycho-socialnnedical
evaluation throu^ referrals to both inter-and Intra-agenqy services.
Joint Intemrieus vlth relatives were methods tfaroo^ tihieh the above mm-
tioned services were rendered in some instances. Continued aervice was
refused b7 the patients in five instances* A clinical diagnosis rendered
six patients not eligible for social work services at that time*
The worker's treatment aim, to be sound, was based on psycho-social
diagnosis, evaluaticm, and prognosis. The diagnoses, especially in the
early stages of contact were tentative ones; as further knowledge about
the client became available, the diagnoses were revised; diagnosis and
evaluation was a continuous process, first carried on ly the intake
worker and later through case assignment on a selective basis* Ee-eval-





The intaks process actually in operation at the hospital^ like the
model intake situation reflected in a review of the literature, has an
immediate purpose related to a quick appraisal of where and how a per¬
son* s needs, social, {dysical and psychological, can best be met. Intake
purpose is xwlated to the process of social study, diagnosis and treat¬
ment. The |u^>cess is directed toward casework treatment and/or treat¬
ment by other persons or agencies.
The basic functions at Intake, as set forth in the Veterans Admin¬
istration Program Guide for Social Work, are developed along the same
lines as revealed in the literature. As in the model situation, the
workers reported and practiced assistance An the interpretation of hos¬
pital procedures and services to the patient and relatives. Nhen relAk-
tives were seen at intaks, the workers assisted the relatives with
problems arising from the patient *s admission, ameliorated the family
anxieties in relation to the threat of having a mentally ill relative,
and inteipreted to the family the hospital's treatment procedures.
Referrals were made to oth«r agen^ services when there were Instances
of social breakdown in li^t of the patient's absence from the home.
As in the model intake situation, the workers were motivated toward
establishing a relationship with the family idil<di they felt would en¬
courage them to maintain a positive, non-re^ctlng attitude throt^out
the period of hospital care, and would ultimately help them to receive
the returning patient with understanding and acceptance.
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As reflected in the modsl, the workers &t the hospital took the
opportunity at intake to help the patient accept his hospitallzatioii,
relieve his fears and threats inherent in the ejqperlence ef cwapulslen
and restraint^ and allow hia te respond to the therapeutic poteatiaL*
ities ef living under psychiatric supervision and direction* They also
participated with ether hospital personnel in explanation ef routine
hospital procedures* The patients were helped te understand that the
workers serve as a link between bin, his family and the c^Bnunity. Conf
sequently, the wnrker set the stage for further social study and plan¬
ning through assuring the patient ef interest in him as a pers<m as
well as threu^ assistance in maintaining and preserving his family and
ceiBBunlty ties*
Before a eenqparison ef the basic requirements ef the study process
is made, it slwuld be clearly understood that the turnover rate at Ixh
take, in this hospital, is rapid (approximately six weeks)* Intensive
ease work is done en a selective basis beyond intake in accordance
with need* As the workers realize that the veteran's problems are not
fully known and that intensive casework services are needed, immediate
disposition ef the case is made. Continued social wozic service follows
beyond intake, and exploration is geared to need as seen at intake*
The intensity of exploration is controlled by intake philesephy—a quick
appraisal ef need* It appeared that the workers undertook this quick
appraisal in accordance with the model ef intake reflected in the liter¬
ature* Pertinent information collected by the workers fell into social,
psychological and physiological categories*
Exploration ly the workers is the beginning of the study process*
Thisprinciple is basic te their bringing into focus and clarifying
the patient's presenting request* Alse involved in clarification is
the extent, duration and area of the problem which serves as a basis
for referral*
The workers then directed the study process toward a medlcal>*80cial
evaluation to formulate a hypothesis as to the cause of the veteran's
problem. When this had been accomplished, it appeared that the workers
had finished with the collection of data with which the diagnostic pro¬
cess was concerned. Termination of data-coUection by the workers
after they had answered the question of 'hrhat* the problem was ia .
agreement with the model intake principles and study process.
As in the model, the purpose ef the diagnostic process was to organ¬
ize and Interpret the facts uncovered by study. Their aim was to deter¬
mine the nature and cause of the individual problem*
According to the findings of this study it appeared that the workers
based their principles of diagnosis upon the model* It was recognized
that study is a fragmentary process and that diagnosis must assemble
the parts into a whole. This was dene in an attempt to answer the ques¬
tion of ’Vby" on a tentative basis. Definition by the worker of the
operational dynamics immediately producing the problem as well as forces
which may have set it in motion, serve as a partial basis for psycho¬
social-medical evaluation.
The treatment process was viewed and practiced by the workers in
terms of selected corrective measures in a given problem situation*
They saw the successful and beneficial employment of these measures
as dependent upon their ability to forecast results* A basic consider¬
ation was to engage the patient's conscious participation in the treat¬
ment process to the extent of his capacity and willingness. Also
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c«aparable to the model was the worker's utilization of the worker^
client relationship, ?hich was developed during toe interview process
hy application of appropriate techniques (clarification, interpreta¬
tion, support, acceptance, etc.)» thus giving toe patient sufficient
freedom from anxiety or fear to achieve a solution to his problem*
The worker's principles of practice were based upon cause as re¬
lated to remedy* It was realized that the better known the cause of
the problem, toe more specifically treatment goals can be planned*
Objectives and diagnosis were viewed as flexible and tentative* This
was in terms of new information from collateral resources which had
been obtained from the patient* Formulation of objectives toward treat¬
ment (both old and new) were coaqparable to toe model, as they were based
upon the cvizrent diagnosis* At Intake in Instances when toe hospital
was unable fully to meet the patient's and/or family needs, a referral
was made to another source*
Conclusions
Intake practice at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Tudcegee,
Alabama, gives the workers an opportunity to decQ. with a large number
of neuropsychiatric patients, their relatives and their problems* The
foc\i8 of intake under the auspices of V* A* rules and regulations is
to understand the patient end his environment so that the wotker can
make an attempt to meet these problems in order to assist the patient
in an eventual return to the ccamunity*
The major tool used by the intake wozkers for assisting a patient
and his relatives with their problems is relationship. Casework tech¬
niques (such as interpretation, clarification, acceptance, and support)
are similar to those emplc^ed by ?rorkers in ether settings but are
chosen to meet the needs of patients who have demonstrated a distinct
inability to adjust to society. Their conduct may have serious impli¬
cations for tisem and Uie persons in their environment.
A multitude of problems is found among the families of neuropsy¬
chiatric patients, and the family must be assisted in keeping the
family together when a key member or breadwinner is hospitalized. Goals
are limited, but in each case they include the preparation ef the patient
and/or his family members for the eventual return ef the patient to the
coimnunity.
In determining a goal, each intake worker revealed the ability to
assess the patient's strengths as well as his weaknesses. Patients
displayed numerous problens and misconceptions of reality. Frequently
upon admission the world kas haraed the patient and he prefers his own
world to the real one. The worker contacts him through the intake
Interview, dxurlng which an attempt is made to establish a relationship
and strengthen the patient's resources as well as his ties with the
real world. The intake woiker extends to the patient his ego in an
attempt to give support; consequently, the patient is helped to dis¬
tinguish the real from the unreal, thereby relieving s<mte ef his anxie¬
ties and fears.
In attempting to set goals with patients, the woiicer took into
consideration the patient's ability to attain the goal. In establish*
ing a goal, the intake workers frequently evaluated the family member's
willingness and ablll^ to participate in the attempt te achieve such
a goal. The worker realized that family attitude has a great deal of
bearing on the patient's progress.
U3
Some reference should be made to the mechanics of recox^iing, case
assignment and referrals* Recording is prepared in summaiy. Inter¬
action is capsuled but evidenced in terms of the study, diagnosis and
treatment process. Intake summaries are directed to the doctor on
a clinical form te aid in further medical-psycho-social diagnosis*
Cases are assigned to caseworkers on a continuous basis, long-range
trial visit planning and family care placement* Intake workers' re¬
ferral responsibilities are both Intex and intra^agency directed*
The Intake process actually in operation at the hospital is in
close accord with the model intake situation reflected in the liters
ature* Intake is viewed as a step in the process of casework service.
A part of this process is an evaluation of need for further explanation
and/or specific treatment. Cases were assigned on a selective basis
depending upon this evaluation.
The study revealed that intake practice was congruent with philos¬
ophy. Plans for dehospitalization of patients are begun upon admission.
Resocialization as the criterion is begun at intake through a quick
appraisal of where the patient's and/or family's needs, social, psycho¬
logical and physiological can best be met. Attempts at solving the
problem are related to the intake process of social stu^y, diagnosis
and treatment goals through the use of appropriate techniques.
APPENDICES
SCIffiDULE FOR OBTAINING INFORMATION FROM CASE RECORDS
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION;
Name Age Sex Religion
Race Home Addresst City State
War StatusX S* C« N. S. C>
Admission date
MEDICAL INFORMATION!
Major Diagnosis Other Diagnosis
Other Hospital Admissions
SOCIAL INFORMATION:'
Military Serviceg Dates Highest Rank
Education Why terminated
Special Training
Occupation Length of Employment
Ifhy Terminated Average Monthly earnings
Previous work History: Type of anployment Tenure
Reason for Tormination
Family Composition: Marital Status
Number of Dependents
With whom was patient living before hospitalization?
Patient came to the hospital: Alone With relatives
Others
Covild he return to this hone? If not, why?
Present Inccmie Source




CLIENT-WORKER ROLES AT INTAKEt
Statement ef problem by referral source
Statement ef problem by client
Preblem(8) considered by worker as well as methods used to bring into
focus and clarify the problems for which the client is seeking help
Duration of the problem as indicated by the client
Steps already taken by client to alleviate his problem prior to hos-
pitalization
What plans were made by the worker and client at the conclusion of the
first inteirview?
Number of contacts during the intake process
the same throughout the intake process? Tes^
it shift?
What attitude did ttae client exhibit at intake toward his situation and
toward the worker's e:q>loration of his situation with him?
Did the focus ronaln
No If no, to what did
What was the worker's activities at intake as indicated by the case
record?
a. In bringing into focus and clarifying the problem for which the
client is seeking help.
U7
b* Eraluatlng what the client has already tried to do about his
problem
c. Assessing his motivation for utilizing help
d* miat are the client's defense manifestations?
Are they appropriate?
Are they ego saving or ego destructive?
Do they seem to be fixed or do they shift in the course of the iiw
take process?
e. Deciding whether the service he wants is available under con¬
ditions he can accept
If not how was it handled?
f* Soaewhere in the intake interview there must be established
a network of understanding between worker and client, has this been
accomplished? Yes No •
g* Casework is a helping process and it is in the intake inter¬
view that this process is begun; was the worker able to accept the
client where he was? Yes No ; remember his right to self-deter-*
mination - Yes No ; and help him to participate in the intexnriew?
Yes No
How was the plan for continued service proposed?^^
untiat was the client's response?
What was the worker's diagnostic impression?
What were the worker's treatment goals?
Case disposition
Comnentst
INTERVIEff GUIDE FOR SECURING INFORMATION FROM THE INTAKE WORKERS
AT THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL, TUSKEGEE, ALABAMA
What is TOUT concept of intake?
What is the purpose of intake at Tuskegee Veterans Administration
Hospital?
Describe the intake policy for your department and method of case
assignment
Describe type of recording. If several forms are utilized, state
purpose for irhich each is used
Describe current practice in terms of your responsibility for intake>
a. Specify vhether one interviev or more is alloired for intake
and average length of interview
b. Specify source utilized in securing social data or social
history
c* How long after intake does psycho-social diagnosis take place?
d. Describe means utilized for relating your contribution to the
total diagnostic formulation
50
e* Hoir is the material ef the intake Intervleir used in your phase
of the diagnostic study of the client?
Describe the mechanics used by you at Intake
Ylhat Is your role in psyche-social study, diagnosis and treatment?
a* Describe direct mxk with veterans as well as indirect work
and minor seanrlces
b. Describe service on behalf of veterans as well as ai^ services
provided for relatives or others
Hhat methods do you use to coordinate your efforts with these ef others
on professional staff?
Describe your current intake practice including utilized resources
inside and outside the hospital




How do you rate your interviewing skills;? Excellent Good
Fair Poor
Discuss a philosophy of intake which is basic to your agency's concept
of service
HFhat technical and methodological aspects of Intake are related to your
casework ^111 in understanding human behavior and social problems
Within the existing framework, do you feel that the department is ade^
quately organized for canying out intake responsibilities?
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